### Keyboards

1. Does the key orientation allow the wrists to be straight? □ □ □
2. Is a wrist rest part of the keyboard? □ □ □
3. Can the key angle be manually adjusted? □ □ □
4. Does the keyboard have a light to moderate key activation force? □ □ □
5. Is the numeric keypad attached to the keyboard? □ □ □
6. Is the device designed for travel purposes? □ □ □
7. Estimated Price of Keyboard

### Pointing Devices

1. Will the device fill the user’s hand? □ □ □
2. Is the device designed for travel purposes? □ □ □
3. Can the device be used in either hand? □ □ □
4. Are the buttons in convenient locations? □ □ □
5. Are the buttons programmable? □ □ □
6. Can the speed of the pointer be changed? □ □ □
7. Is the device offered in multiple sizes? □ □ □
8. Estimated Price of Pointing Device